Government of India  
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre  
Accounts Division

2nd Floor, Central Complex  
Trombay, Mumbai - 400 085

May 14, 2020

No.BARC/AD/Vol. Cont./PMCARES/

CIRCULAR

Sub : Option for voluntary contribution to PM CARES Fund – Regarding

Reference is invited to DAE’s Circular No.16/6/2020-SCS/COVID-19/4091  
Dated 06/05/2020 on the subject mentioned above.

In this connection, necessary provision has been made available in AAIIS for  
exercising option for deduction of voluntary contribution to PM CARES Fund.

To exercise such option, it is requested to follow the procedure as detailed  
below:

Login into AAIIS  
-> Click Tab “Pay Summary”  
-> Click “Donation u/s 80G”  
-> Click the check box against “ ☐ I am pleased to authorize Accounts  
   Officer, BARC to deduct”  
-> Fill the values against options (A) or (B)  
-> Select value for ☐ months  
-> Submit

This issues with the approval of IFA, BARC.

(D.Ramasubramanian)  
Joint Controller (F&A)

To All Officers and Staff of BARC (Through BTS and BARC Website)